
Song List Instructions 

It’s time to work on music for your upcoming Wedding or other event.  Here are some tips to help you 

out. 

Yikes that’s a lot of music!:  By now you have looked at the music list and thought wow that sure is a lot 

of songs to go thru.  This is a good opportunity to get together with family & friends to help you 

navigate.  Make sure to have two sheets of blank notebook paper handy to write down songs on. 

Go thru the whole list:  Music for your event is broken up into two sections, dinner and party.  Make 

sure to go thru each section entirely and write down all the songs that you like on each sheet of paper. 

Don’t stop once you reach the limit in each section, as you may miss a song you like more. 

Variety is the spice of life:  Mix it up with different genres and decades for a little something for 

everyone (Lagniappe!) 

Narrow down your selections and transfer them to your music worksheet:  15 songs in the dinner 

section & 25 songs in Party + your 10 personal requests. 

Don’t put event worksheet songs on this list:  These selections are for the dinner and party sections.  

Other Wedding or event related songs need to be on the event worksheet. 

Don’t fear the remix:  The mixes we have are so the DJ can easily transition from song to song and give 

your event more of a club type of feel.  These mixes are extended mixes primarily and are not too far off 

from the original mix. 

Audio or video?:  AJ The DJ Entertainment offers most of our selections in audio or video.  All selections 

come with edited audio, but not necessarily edited video.  Some videos may contain adult content 

and/or violence, most selections are at a PG-13 level. 

Wi-Fi:  Additional songs may be available via Wi-Fi if the venue has Wi-Fi available. DJ cannot download 

videos from Youtube or other copyrighted sites fro playback, sorry. 

No external plug ins:  For security purposes, DJ cannot plug in any external devices from guests to play 

back music including Jump Drives, External Hard Drives, Cell Phones, Tablets, laptops etc. 

Guest’s requests:  Requests are up to you.  If a request is deemed inappropriate for the event, the DJ 

will consult with you prior to playback. 

 


